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Abstract. The development of Latvian State E-service was started in January, 2006 (Integrated State 
Information System (ISIS, Latvian abbreviation IVIS)). The customer and provider of the system is 
Secretariat of Special Assignments Minister for Electronic Government Affairs (SSAMEGA)). Since the 
middle of 2007 the infrastructure is accessible for E-service designers and developers. ISIS is based on 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles and includes many individual innovations and modern 
solutions.  There are more than 60 E-services, which were developed using ISIS infrastructure, already 
accessible for Latvian inhabitants on Latvian government E-service portal (www.latvija.lv). These E-
services consist of many Web services which are developed by different organizations and published in 
special register. The number of E-services growths up very quick. To avoid duplication of Web services 
from different organizations new solution was worked out and soon will be implemented in ISIS. This 
and other ISIS innovations are described further in this paper. 
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1 Introduction 
Development of technologies provides new and effective methods all the time which allow improving 

work of data procession as well as mutual exchange and integration. These are important processes which have 
to be considered in planning and development of State Electronic Administration because in work of state 
administration are used several substantial registers where data about objects and subjects existing in their 
contents are stored as well as about services which the state has to provide according to legislation. Electronic 
service development and state electronic government implementation is one of priorities almost in all the most 
developed countries of the European Union and the world, Latvia included. It is very important that e-
government and integration process would occur not chaotically, but unitarily. Preceding decade could be 
considered as time, when primary data registers were created. The new decade, evidently, will be oriented on 
these registers integration, offered services electronization and their accessibility for inhabitants. All developed 
countries of the world are going this way now. 

Before ISIS system creation the world and another Baltic state experience was taken into account. 
Major part of attention was fixed on Estonian X-Road [12] system. ISIS was created on X-Road successfully 
usage principle: defined centralized data exchange point, standardized data exchange formats and protocols. The 
main difference is that ISIS tries to use already existing state registers and information systems data exchange 
infrastructure, if it exists. At the moment X-Road integrates 150 data bases and information systems and is used 
widely, but ISIS usage at the moment is only for e-services functionality providing. Lithuanian integration 
project (e-Gate) [4] goes similarly as ISIS project. It was started in 2004. In 2008 is planned, that two pilot e-
services will be created for e-Gate project. 

The article’s author have participated in development (system analysis, design, coding, and integration) 
of ISIS system from the very beginning, and ensured successful defence of the system publically in Riga 
Technical University State Qualification Commission. It proceeds to be developed during development process 
of Doctorate work. By use of ISIS infrastructure were developed already more than 60 E-services for Latvian 
inhabitants. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ISIS architecture. Section 3 describes the 
principals of logic programming and deductive data bases. Section 4 describes the optimization solutions for 
ISIS architecture and E-service development. Conclusions state further directions of research. 

2 Description of ISIS solution 
ISIS ensures a possibility mutually integrate state and municipal information systems, which now or in 

the future will be providers or recipients of various E-services including numerous portals, from which E-
services will be accessible for inhabitants. Not only state or municipal institutions will take part in the 
development of the E-services, but also commercial institutions, for example, banks, which will be necessary to 
involve for paid E-services realization. 

 



ISIS solution is based on the following principles:  
• The use of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). 
• The solution technologically supports the integration with numerous E-service providers. 
• Identification standard, which provides world scale unique number assignment. 
• The use of state level unified standards for E-service and integration projects development E-

service – XML schemas development standards [11], IS service development standards [5], E-
service development standards [3], SOA standards. 

• Four centralized catalogues development – XML schemas catalogue, IS service catalogue, E-
service catalogue, and public services catalogue. 

• Common use E-services and IS services are technologically accessible from many access points – 
state and municipal portals, institution home pages, etc. 

• Use of E-service envelope, when implementing asynchronous E-service. 
• Safe mailboxes providing for office workers and inhabitants with possibility perform tasks, which 

are provided by E-service during implementation process. 
ISIS solution conceptual description is shown on the Figure 1. Registers are related to integration 

software. For each data object, which is required for E-service realization, is necessary to work out XML 
schemas set.  
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Figure 1. Logical schema of ISIS solution basic elements 

This process is regulated by the corresponding standards and guidelines and is used for XML schema 
basic objects and types description. Data call from the corresponding register is performed by Web services help 
(in ISIS context these are named as IS services). During IS services calls occurs metadata sending, which 
describes the call. With the metadata register provider will receive the information, which is necessary for him to 
fill in his system’s audit notes about a specific request. IS service development and using also is regulated by a 
corresponding standard. IS services are divided into two groups: Business IS services (includes some specific 
business activities, for example, get inhabitant’s first name and last name by the personal code) and Integration 
IS services (includes some other Business IS service calls and E-service business logic). Implementation of 
Integration IS services usually is provided by the BizTalk server – one of the basic E-service infrastructure parts. 



ISIS solution architecture comprises the following base elements: 
• hierarchy of XML structures; 
• IS service; 
• e-service. 

Platform for e-service implementation are made by several components which are: 
• external portals and application which are made by: 

o e-service presentation layer; 
o external services and business logic libraries. 

• ISIS infrastructure which is made by: 
o request service; 
o common use services of ISIS infrastructure; 
o integration IS services; 
o orchestration IS services (IS services made on BizTalk base what ensures operation of 

asynchronous and multi-step e-services); 
o business IS services. 

• Providers of authentication and authorization information: management module of ISIS users and 
groups of users (MMUGU), inhabitants’ accounts of state portal, safe electronic signature of JSC 
Latvia Post; 

• ISIS applications; 
• IS of state and municipalities. 

Conceptual description of ISIS solution is available [8]. 

2.1 IS service catalogue 
IS service catalogue is a part of ISIS architecture. It forms the unified repository for ISIS IS services 

which are used for E-service creation. In ISIS architecture with IS services is meant external interface by 
information resources. Information resource is register of every state agency or municipality, information system 
or database. The primary aim of each such register or IS is to ensure concrete, specific functions which the 
appropriate institution has to perform. IS and DB, which are used in institution are selected, developed and 
optimized specially for requirements of this specific institution, and they can be not oriented to possibility for 
others to receive information. But in the case if such possibility is intended it can be very specific and with 
different limitations. More detailed information about ISIS IS service is available [9]. 

2.2 E-service catalogue 
E-service catalogue is a part of ISIS architecture. It forms the unified repository for ISIS E-services. E-

service is on-line service ensured by state or municipality which is used by inhabitants, enterprises or state 
institutions. Applied architecture ensures possibility to provide the same e-service by use of unlimited number of 
entry points for example State portal, ISIS e-service portal and web pages of municipalities. More detailed 
information about ISIS E-service is available [9]. 

2.3 XML scheme catalogue 
Data exchange between e-services and IS services is maintained by use of standardized and confirmed  

XML data structures which are included in centralized and publically accessible catalogue of XML structures. 
Organizational way of XML data structures is hierarchy, and data structure described in XML language can be 
included and re-used in other data structures as shown in figure 2. Centralized maintenance and well-considered 
development of hierarchy of XML data structures will ensure that each e-service or IS service will not need to 
have produced separate special data structure but more often used data objects (for example general personal 
data, general data of addresses etc.) will be repeatedly used in many of e-services and IS services. More detailed 
information about ISIS E-service is available [9]. 

2.4 Standard of metadata and e-service identification  
By analogy with e-GIF, AGLS and other initiatives of e-management about metadata standard [7] set of 

Dublin Core (DC) elements were used [2]. Additionally XML scheme for verification of metadata elements was 
offered [6].  



The second part of standard intends implementation of IETF RFC2141 [10] based identification system. 
Analysing existing options for resource identification it is formed scheme issuing unique identifiers according to 
URN principle what is regulated by IETF RFC4617 [1]. ISIS assigned identifier (according to URN syntaxes it 
is called as number) is written in the following form: 

URN:IVIS:100001:DOC-RCM-META 

Unique identifier of ISIS system has inherited all advantages of URN standard including: 
• structural  framework. Identifier has defined determinate structure (also in form of XML scheme) 

and is possible automated verification of it;  
• readability. Identifier is understandable and usually includes understandable instructions for user on 

its source resource;  
• uniqueness. Unique identifier is applied to information unit for unequivocal identification (XML 

schemes, documents and standards, ISIS IS services, e-services and e-service institutions); 
• persistence. ISIS identifier stays unchanged from the time it is implemented by the time it is 

deleted. It is possible to delete ISIS code if it is useless, anybody does not use it or will not use. 
Infrastructure of URN identifiers resolution has not yet established in the world scale. Global URN 

identifiers resolution system will be two-stage process. It will be formed as global identification register 
(„identifiers space”) which will be able to find national, international or any other server which comprise 
information about registered URN and is responsible for information by definite NID (URN scheme). To such 
server will be re-addressed question to receive identifier resolution. 

There are many functions used in URN ISIS system. With their assistance it is possible to receive 
information about XML scheme, IS service, e-service etc. One of ISIS URN application usage (ISIS URN 
resolution service) is described [9]. 

3 Logic programming paradigm 
Logic programming is concentrated around basic mechanisms which are based on first-order predicate 

logic. It includes comparison with pattern, tree type data structure representation and automatic searching with 
rollbacks and cut offs. This limited complex of tools define powerful and flexible programming environment. 
That’s why logic programming is powerful tool for artificial intelligence and programming which is not based on 
numbers. This paradigm is based on first-order predicate logic and represents set of objects and dependencies 
between them. This means that for the conception of the representation of action use definition of mathematical 
relations or predicates. In logic programming attention is concentrated on declarative program meaning, on 
predicate definition not on procedure writing. 

Logic programming fundamental concepts are: 
• Predicate – truth function which is defined on concrete property or set of properties base. If object 

has this property (set of properties), then predicate equals to 1 (true), otherwise predicate value is 0 
(false); 

• Fact – true predicate, always true declaration; 
• Rule – instructions, how to use to check concrete object functional precondition, to prognoze 

functionality in concrete situation and to make concrete conclusions. 
Logic programming idea is needed to: 
1. Describe set of declarations using formal language; 
2. Use logical development system to get a solution. 

3.1 Prolog language basics  
The basic concepts of Prolog language are predicate, fact, rule and goal. In the logic of predicates the 

relationships between declarations and objects are overviewed. The predicate structure is shown on figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Predicate structure 



In Prolog language the predicate on figure 2 can be defined as: is(apple, green). IS in this case is the 
functor of predicate. Apple and green are the objects (or components) of the predicate. The number of 
components in the predicate is not limited. Predicate with point at the end is fact. The components of the fact can 
only consist of letters, numbers and underlines. The first letter of the component name can be only lower case 
letter. Fact is always true predicate in Prolog language. Fact shows that some action is took place on object. 
When defining with the fact relations between the objects, it is necessary to think about the sequence of the 
components. The Prolog rule is used when it is necessary to show how one fact depends of another facts. Usually 
there is the left and the right parts in the rule. The right part of the rule is called head. It is the output part of the 
rule. The left part of the rule is called body. It is the conditional part of the rule. Parts of the rule are separated by 
the symbol “:-”. Prolog language rule example is shown on figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Prolog rule example 

Prolog goal – the formulation of the question for which the answer should be found [16]. Usually the 
question is the fact which need to check. If the fact or rule (are in the knowledge base) of the goal leeds to the 
goal then Prolog system gives answer „yes“. That means that found fact is true, otherwise false. More 
information about Prolog language syntax is available [15]. 

The principle of the Prolog program execution – all is a tree. This principle from the very beginning is 
embeded in the Prolog environment. Programmers don‘t need to worry about the procedural part of the program, 
because of the declarative principle for the code writing in the program. This means that programmer need only 
to describe rules and facts and define goal. After that the program itself will care about goal consummation. The 
facts and the rules describe in the Prolog formal language which in many cases is very close to natural language. 
This opportunity is available because of the first layer predicate logic. More information about Prolog language 
execution principle of the programs is available [13]. 

Prolog language can be used: 
• Development of the deductive data bases; 
• Sphere of artificial intelligence: 

o Development of the expert systems; 
o Machine learning; 
o And others 

• Development of the relation data bases; 
• Development of the games; 
• Analyses of the graph. 

3.2 Deductive data bases  
Prolog language is very well known tool for solving problems related to deductive data base 

development. Deductive data base consist of two parts [14]: 
• Part which contains facts (extencional part); 
• Part which contains new rules which are based on new facts. These rules are based on extencional 

part and on user requests to data base (intencional part). 
Deductive data base structure is shown on figure 4. 



 
Figure 4. Deductive data base structure 

In deductive data bases recursion is very powerful tool. This tool is well implemented in Prolog. There 
is the direct relation between deductive data bases and knowledge data bases (are used in expert system 
development). Relation data bases are private case of deductive data bases. Using Prolog rules it is very easy to 
develop the extencional part of the data base. Using Prolog rules and goals it is very easy to develop the 
intencional part of the deductive data base. 

4 Optimization for ISIS infrastructure 
Each year there are new ideas of how to improve ISIS infrastructure. The special template for E-service 

development was created in 2008. The main advantage of this template that it is a compatible with ISIS 
infrastructure and was worked out using ISIS guidelines. A little bit later was developed ISIS URN resolution 
solution. Another one project is dedicated to E-service development optimization will be started as soon as 
possible. Last two solutions are described further in the paper. 

4.1 ISIS URN Resolution 
There are a lot of functions, which are executed using ISIS URN, in ISIS system. By ISIS URN is 

possible to get information about ISIS entity (XML schema, IS service, E-service etc.) to which this URN 
belongs. This information is metadata about specific ISIS entity. Metadata is based on DC elements set [2]. 

At present time only one authority issue such kind of URN to ISIS entities. In the future it is planned, 
that any authority will be able to issue ISIS URN according to agreement. This leads to the situation, where all 
important state entities will have globally unique identifier at state level – ISIS URN. All inhabitants will be able 
to get information about entities (resources), which provides specific authority. For this purpose it is planned to 
create ISIS URN resolution service. More information about this solution is available [8]. 

4.2 E-service development optimization 
Different authorities (companies) using ISIS E-service development template create their own E-

services. These E-services consist of IS services which are stored in IS Service catalogue. The number of such IS 
services growths day by day. Unfortunately some authorities create the same IS services (IS services with same 
input and output parameters) not using already existing IS services. The reason is that they can’t find these IS 
services. 

The main principle of the solution is shown on the Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. E-service development optimization 

Solution for such kind of situations is usage of deductive data bases and logic programming. This 
solution is the optimization for E-service development and works as follows: 

1. Authority define input and output parameters for E-service. 
2. Using logic programming software and deductive data base system searches for the solution. 
3. If the result is positive and needed E-service can be created using existing IS services the list of 

these IS services is shown to the authority. 



4. If the result is negative then authority can divide the E-service into subtasks and search solutions 
for them. This gives opportunity to develop only needed (missed) IS services and combine them 
with already existing. 

There is a real E-service called EP00 in Latvia. It gives opportunity for inhabitants to find out the 
persons whose living place is declared in their property. It was the first ISIS infrastructure E-service in Latvia. It 
was developed, published and accessible in 2007. This E-Service works as follows: 

1. Inhabitant selects EP00 on Latvian government E-service portal (www.latvija.lv) and signs in (after 
signing in inhabitant is authenticated and authorized for the portal; person’s identifier is person 
code (for example, 010290-12345)). 

2. The IS service GetPersonEstateList is called. Input parameter is person code. Output parameter is 
the list of cadastral values. These values identify person’s, who called EP00, properties (for 
example, house or flat). 

3. Person selects exact property for which he wants to get persons, who are declared for living in this 
place. The IS service GetEstateObjUniqueAddressList is called. Input parameter is cadastral value 
of the exact property. Output parameter information of the exact property (living place address 
inclusive). 

4. The IS service GetDeclaredPersonList is called. Input parameter is living place address. Output 
parameter is list of the persons, who are declared (living) in this living place/property. 

The graphical schema of the EP00 E-Service is shown on the Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. E-Service EP00 

The described optimization (use of deductive approach for building E-services) gives opportunity 
quickly determine possible solutions (if they are) for building EP00. All is needed for that is: 

1. Define input parameter person code; 
2. Define output parameter list of persons; 
3. Get list of possible solutions and manually determine the right one for EP00 creation. The solution 

will be the use/call of three IS services GetPersonEstateList, GetEstateObjUniqueAddressList and 
GetDeclaredPersonList. 

5 Conclusions 
The aim of E-service infrastructure creation is to implement an environment, in which it would be 

possible quickly and with minimal amount of programming work to implement E-services. 
The created infrastructure of E-services provides: 
• Increased quality and accessibility of state and municipal services (increased convenience and time 

economy for clients). 
• Increased efficiency and examination of state and municipal institution activities (rational use of 

state and municipal funds). 
• Ensured, advantageous and convenient service delivery procedure for clients. 
• Ensured service accessibility, using various service delivery channels, which are appropriate for 

each client, such as ports, customer care centers, telephones, Internet, etc. 
During realization of project some recommendations for usage and adaptation of SOA occurred: 



• technological standard of integration has to be universal, it means that it has to be independent of 
different technologies of different software producers; 

• integration standard has to be based on the best experience of the world and it has to comply with 
that what is now accepted and developed in international IT companies; 

• integration software has to be scalable: with possibility to increase its performance without 
complicated re-programming works actually decreasing „down time” by the minimum because this 
software infrastructure will be a base for implementation of e-services and in the future are planned 
continuous increase either in electronization of services and intensity of their usage; 

• integration software has to be with producers guaranteed development in perspective; 
• it is necessary to use BPEL based solutions for integrated e-service development what ensure 

integration of several services and performance of asynchronous processes. 
In more details positive and negative aspects of ISIS infrastructure will be researched during 

development of Doctorate work. In author’s doctoral work it is planned to offer (work out) the new solutions 
which can be applied for ISIS infrastructure optimization at the State level. 
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